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‡2 Hipparchus and Spherical Trigonometry

by Curtis Wilson1

A Hipparchus’ Trigonometric Equation on the Sphere
That spherical trigonometry was developed or used by Hipparchus has occasionally been
claimed.2 According to Neugebauer, however, the solution of spherical triangles became
possible only with the discovery of two theorems by Menelaus (first century A.D.).3 The
sole evidence adduced to the contrary that I am aware of is Hipparchus’ alleged use of a
formula to determine latitude from length of longest day:

tan φ =
− cos M

2

tan ε
(1)

where φ is latitude, M is the length of the longest day converted to angle at 15◦ to the hour,
and ε is the obliquity of the ecliptic.

B The Analemma Alternative
B1 However, the Greek equivalent to formula 1 is derivable, without use of spherical
trigonometry, by analemma methods. That Hipparchus used such methods seems very
likely indeed. In his Aratus Commentary, he claims to have derived “by rigorous methods”
(δια των γραµµων) the arc above the horizon of a star of declination 27;20◦, for latitude φ
= 36◦.4 The problem in effect uses formula 1 backwards, with declinaton 27;20◦ replacing
the obliquity ε, and M as the unknown. Hipparchus’ result was 224;15◦; a present-day
hand calculator gives 224;07◦.5

B2 To derive the Greek equivalent of (1), we use the analemma construction shown
in Figure 1, which is adapted from Neugebauer’s Part I Fig.284.6 OU is the trace of the
horizon plane, OM the trace of the equator, ε the obliquity of the ecliptic, φ the latitude.
The half circle V ST represents half the Sun’s path on the day of the summer solstice, with
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S the point where the Sun sets; this half circle, originally at right angles to the plane of
the diagram, has been swung about TV through 90◦ so as to lie in the plane of the figure.
The arc ST therefore represents half the longest day, or M /2, and the angle n shown in the
diagram is half the excess of M /2 over 90◦. Then

V T = 2rd = crd(180◦

− 2ε) (2)

UR =
rd

2
crd2n (3)

and

RO =
crd2ε

2
(4)

so that

UR

RO
=

crd2φ

crd(180◦ − 2φ)
=

rdcrd2n

crd2ε
(5)

Given that half the chord of the double angle is equal to the sine, and sin n = − cos(90◦+n),
then (5) transforms into (1).

C DIO Position Not Justified
If, then, Hipparchus’ use of (5) is the basis for the claim that he had spherical trigonometry
at his command, the claim is unwarranted.
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Figure 1. Rendition by KP & DR.


